Abstract-In music retrieval methods based on audio fingerprints, a large database is required in order to compare the fingerprints extracted from the query. It is necessary to develop an efficient search method. In this paper, we propose a method for index compression using a compressed suffix array. The proposed method compresses the index by encoding the 8-bit data sequences by Run Length Encoding. We also use Fibonacci Hashing function which can adjust the size of hash table according to the capacity of memory, provide a good distribution of hash value, and save memory.
I. INTRODUCTION
music retrieval system enables users to easily obtain information about an unknown song such as song name, artist and album [1] [2] . Most music retrieval systems adopt audio fingerprinting proposed by Haitsma and Kalker [3] . The audio fingerprint is a feature used to identify the song. Information for an unknown music clip can be derived by using audio fingerprints together with a music information database. Moreover, audio fingerprints are not only used to retrieve music, but also for copyright protection of music, such as detecting the distribution of copyright-infringing songs on the Internet.
A music query can start at any time from the original song, which requires a large search space. Thus a fast and efficient retrieval method is demanded. A few works have been developed on the audio fingerprinting searching method, including a method using a hash table [3] [4] and a tree-structured representation of fingerprints [5] . The method using a suffix array [6] has also been proposed. In the method based on the suffix array, the space cost increases in proportion to the growing music database. In this paper, we Qingmei Xiao, Mei Chen, Kazuyuki Matsumoto, Minoru Yoshida, and Kenji Kita are with Department of Information Science and Intelligent Systems, the University of Tokushima, Tokushima, Japan.
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proposed a method to reduce the space cost by compressing the index of the database. Moreover, we propose a fast retrieval algorithm based on Fibonacci Hashing for the extension of Philips's method, which can save memory and improve the query speed.
II. MUSIC RETRIEVAL BASED ON AUDIO FINGERPRINTS

A. Audio Fingerprints Extraction
Audio fingerprint extraction employs the signal characteristics of the music data. One of the most popular audio fingerprint extraction algorithms proposed by Haitsma and Kalker [3] uses the sign of energy difference between frequency bands as a feature.
The audio fingerprint extraction algorithm in [3] performs as follows. First, segment the input music into overlapping frames for each 0.37 seconds, and then divide each frame into 33 non-overlapping frequency bands. Next, extract 32-bit sub-fingerprint by determining the 32 signs of energy difference between two successive frequency bands of each frame.
The sub-fingerprints are calculated as follows: let E(n, m) be the power of frequency band m of frame n, then the m-th bit of frame n, F(n, m), is determined as:
Haitsma and Kalker has demonstrated that the sign of energy difference between frequency bands was effective for identifying music, and was also robust against various "corrupted" inputs such as compressed or delayed music. The Haitsma and Kalker algorithm can be implemented by simple arithmetic, while maintaining compact representation for generated audio fingerprints.
B. Distance between Audio Fingerprints
The sub-fingerprint is a 32-bit feature extracted from a frame of an input music, and the information contained in one sub-fingerprint is not enough to identify the audio. Thus, a fingerprint block, which is a sequence of sub-fingerprints and contains sufficient information, is used for matching audio sub-fingerprints. A fingerprint block consisting of 256 sub-fingerprints was used in the experiments in [3] .
Bit error rate is used as the distance between two fingerprint blocks. For the sub-fingerprints extracted from audio clips A and B, let FA(n, m), FB(n, m) be the m-th bit of frame n respectively. The bit error rate of fingerprint block BER(A, B) of length N is formally defined as:
BER(A,B) is the error rate per bit. The operator ^ denotes bitwise operation XOR (exclusive or). The numerator in (3) calculates the Hamming distance between two fingerprint blocks.
C. Audio Fingerprints Searching
Audio music retrieval methods based on audio fingerprinting usually follows this process below. First, extract fingerprint blocks from query music and each song in the database respectively. For each song in database and query music, quite a number of fingerprint blocks with different starting positions of frame can be extracted. And then music retrieval becomes a problem to find the fingerprint block in the database whose error bit rate with the fingerprint block derived from the query is the smallest.
One problem of the method based on audio fingerprinting is the quite huge searching space. For example, distance calculations for a fingerprint database containing 10,000 songs would be several to several dozen times as large as 250 million by brute-force search taking account of matching the fingerprint blocks. Many methods have been developed over the past few years to reduce the number of calculations [8] [9] . However, these methods encounter a drawback of rapid growing size of hash table as the bit error rates between the query and songs in the database increases.
III. FAST HUMMING SPACE SEARCH BASED ON SUFFIX ARRAY
The fast Hamming space searching in [7] holds the index to the sub-fingerprints sequence that is similar to a suffix array in order to keep high-speed searching in sub-fingerprints database.
The method avoids the expanding the database as used in retrieval method based on random permutations, and thus reduces the searching space greatly by multiplexing the queries of the sub-fingerprint sequence Usually, one sub-fingerprint does not contain sufficient information for music identification, so a sequence of sub-fingerprints (SSF) is employed for matching. Suppose FP = (FP 1 , FP 2 , …, FP n ) be the sub-fingerprints obtained from all the songs in a database, many m-length SSFs (m is set to be 3 in [5] ) can be derived by changing the starting position of the fingerprint, and the i-th sub-fingerprint sequence is defined as SSF i = (FP i , FP i+1 ,…, FP i+m-1 ). Then, all the SSFs are sorted by value and their positions are stored in a suffix array SA = SA 1 , SA 2 , …, SA n-m+1 . Array SA contains the indexes to FP, and satisfies the following:
is the j-th SSF in sorted order.
The search process, as shown in Fig. 1 , can be summarized in the following phases: 1) extract the sub-fingerprint sequence FP from query music; 2) for all SSFs of query music, find candidate positions where the sub-fingerprints obtained from the query locate in the database by performing a binary search on array S; 3) assign to candidate position the start position of the FP, and calculate the Hamming distance (bit error rate) between FP and the fingerprint block (128 sub-fingerprints) corresponding to the SSF; 4) finally, output the top n songs as final results.
Fig. 1 Overview of scheme of SSF search
In the binary search on array S, most similar SSFs can be found by checking the neighborhood positions of the searched block in array S. An index size that is proportional to the length of the sub-fingerprint sequence in the database enables the memory/storage required to be much less than that required by conventional methods such as the method based on random permutations [10] .
IV. MUSIC RETRIEVAL BASED ON COMPRESSED SUFFIX ARRAY
A. Index Compression
We use a compressed suffix array for index compression because the index has the same structure as the suffix array [9] . The proposed method first compresses sub-fingerprints extracted from the database in sorted order, and keeps the compressed data. That is, use
This is because the required restoration is performed instantaneously during searching.
In addition, for each segmented block FP' k , suppose each sub-fingerprint (32 bits) is in unit of 8 bits, and we perform Run-Length Encoding (RLE) for 8-bit bytes data sequences [11] [12] . RLE is an encoding technique wherein a series of repetitive data symbols are compressed into a shorter code, which indicates the length of a code and the data being repeated. The 8-bit sequence is arranged because the values of bits in the upper side are likely to be the same since FP' is the sorted. For example, given that the segmentation interval M1 (M1 = 8) of sub-fingerprint FP having been sorted, the FP' 0 can be expressed as shown in Eq. (5) . FP' 0 can be expressed as Eq. (6) by performing Run Length Encoding. The bigger the size of database, the longer the Run (a series of repetitive characters) Length will be and subsequently the compression efficiency increases. FP'= FP' 0 , …, FP' n/M1 is retained as the sub-fingerprints of the database.
Since the order of original database has been lost, we use ѱ[i], as shown in Eq. (7) to represent the order. 
The first block data ѱ[M2×k] is stored in ѱ' k as a sampling. This is because the restore is required, as well as FP', to be performed instantly when searching. 
B. Index Restoration
We elaborate the restoration of the index ѱ. The restoration is performed by using ѱ' (a sampling of ѱ). As stated above, ѱ which represents the order of data in the sorted sub-fingerprints SFP, can be expressed by ѱ' and the difference d as shown in (9) .
In Eq. (9)
wherein MASK indicates the MASK from 1 to j' and popcount(x) indicates the number of bit valued 1 in the data x. The "|" denotes OR operation, "&" denotes AND operation and "<<" represents left shift operation. We can get ѱ[i] from ѱ', V and MSB through the above process.
C.
Search Based on Compressed Suffix Array The music retrieval method based on a suffix array performs a binary search by using sub-fingerprints FP extracted from all songs in the database and a suffix array SA wherein the sorted positions of the sub-fingerprints sequences with a length of 3 are stored. The proposed method is based on a compressed suffix array that performs a binary search directly on SFP-the FP which have been sorted in advance.
The search method based on compressed suffix array is to find, from the FP' [i], …, FP' [ѱ j [i] ], the sub-fingerprints block that has the smallest error bit rate with the sub-fingerprints block extracted from the query music. The process can be divided into three stages as follows ① For the sub-fingerprints sequence with a length of 3 derived from query Q as in Eq. (10), perform a binary search on the sub-fingerprints sequence with a length of 3 derived from the database as in Eq. (11) . The same as used in the existing methods, the bit-error is used to evaluate the similarity.
② For SFP j, j+2 explored above, calculate the degree of similarity in sub-blocks fingerprint. That is, calculate bit error rate of Q i, i+127 and SFP j, j+127 since the length of the block fingerprint is 128. The music data that contain SFP j, j+127 will be selected as candidates if the bit error rate is below the threshold value.
FP' 0 = 00 00 00 00, FP'' 0 = 00, 00, 08, 00, 00 00 00 00, 00, 08, 00, 00, 00 00 00 01, 04, 01, 01, 02, 00 00 00 01, 11, 11, 02, 00, 00 00 01 01, 00, 02, 01, 01, 00 00 01 01, 05, 11. 00 00 11 01, 00 00 11 01.
③ Arrange the candidates in order of the bit error rate, and then output the music with lower bit error rates as the results.
D. Experiments and results
In index compression experiments, we selected three sets of music from the database, corresponding to 1,000 songs, 2,000 songs and 4,000 songs. Then the indexes of each set were created, in order to obtain the rate of change on the size and the time. The fingerprint extraction algorithm in our experiments satisfy: 1) the length of each frame is 1.024 seconds, 2) 32 milliseconds for frame shift, 3) an improved Hamming window; and 4) the length of sub-fingerprints block is 128 instead of 256.
Subsequently, we are to compare the proposed method for index compression based on a compressed suffix array with that on a suffix array. The results are given in four parts.
Size of the sub-fingerprints data The proposed method first sorted the fingerprints FP and then encoded the sorted FP by RLE. The size of sub-fingerprint is shown in Fig. 2 . Size of compressed index Fig. 3 shows the size of SA and ѱ. The size of the data ѱ for SA would increase with the increase in the number of songs in the database. That is, the compression efficiency became poor with the increase in the database. If the types of sub-fingerprint were increased by increasing the number of music, the adjacent data would not necessarily be the same even it existed in the sorted data. In other words, the monotonically increasing portion reduced, which was the cause of the deterioration in compression efficiency.
Fig. 3 Size of compressed index
Total data size The total data size is shown in Fig. 4 . The compression rate achieved, in general, about 60% for each song in the database. In addition, the compression rate got slightly higher with the increase in the number of music. This is due to the height of the compression rate of the sub-fingerprint. Table I shows the average search time for each song in all sets of music data. Slow-down factor (SLF) indicates the multiple of the time taken by the proposed method, compared with the conventional method. That is, the smaller SLF is, the faster the proposed method. SLF was determined by Eq. (13) .
Fig. 4 Total data size
Search Time
SLF =
search time in proposed method search time in conventional method) Table I also shows that the proposed method took more time for search, which may be due to the data structure. However, the Slow-down factor tended to decrease with the increase of songs in database. 
V. FAST RETRIEVAL ALGORITHM BASED ON FIBONACCI HASHING
A. Fibonacci Hashing Hash table is an effective data structure exploited to implement an associative array which can map keys to values. Given a key, hash table employs hash function to compute hash value as entry to find the correct value.
The design objective of hash table is as follows [13] : A) Each key corresponds to a unique hash value. B) Hash values can evenly spread across hash table.
In fact, these ideal situations are hardly achievable. Hash collisions [14] that the hash function maps two different keys to the same entry are practically unavoidable. Therefore, hash table implementations must have some collision resolution strategy to deal with such events. A good hash function is also indispensable for improving the performance of hash table. A basic requirement is that the function should provide a uniform distribution of hash values [13] which can also help to reduce the probability of collisions. Fibonacci Hashing [15] - [17] is believed to provide one of the best hash functions. Its main idea is to find a very special value C and perform operations by key to generate the hash values. Fibonacci Hashing function is defined as follows:
The hash values obtained in this way provide a good distribution of hash value in hash table. Here, the value of C we opt relates to the golden ratio [18] . If the ratio of two positive numbers i and j equals the ratio of their sum to the larger of the two, then the ratio is called the golden ratio. Let λ be the golden ratio, and we can derive 2 5 1+ = λ . And then the value of C is the closest integer with
where W is the word sizes. Finally, we can get the values of C as shown in Table II . In fact, we exploit 1 − λ W as the value of C, and there are the regularities as the following: Each newly added hash value will fall into one of the largest remaining intervals and divide the interval according to the golden ratio.
B. Hash Function
In Philips's method, a hash table containing all possible 32-bit sub-fingerprints is exploited as the index. Firstly, due to the limited memory, a size of 2^32 of hash table will be usually sparsely placed into some computers. Secondly, the distribution of hash value is non-uniform in hash table and a lot of memory space is out of use, which leads to a lot of waste. For example, the average usage rate of a hash table containing approximately 250 million sub-fingerprints is only 0.058 in Philips's method. In fact, the rate is probably much lower in the practical application. On the basis of these considerations, the paper uses Fibonacci Hashing function.
We use key in Eq. (14) to denote a 32-bit sub-fingerprint. Because key is 4 bytes, key is rightly equal to 2654435769 according to Table II . N (1≤ N ≤31) is the right shift bit number. The value of C mainly depends on capacity of available memory and the amount of songs. The Eq. (14) performs right shift operation which moves C key * N-bit to right. As a result, different sub-fingerprints of the same top (32-N)-bit will be assigned to the same bucket or list. Thus size of hash table becomes 2^(32-N).
C. Fast Retrieval Algorithm Based on Fibonacci Hashing
In practical application, the amount of songs may achieve tens of thousands. If all sub-fingerprints are put into memory, it would be infeasible. Therefore, two hash tables are designed in this paper, respectively called hash table (HT) and offset table (OT). OT contains offset information of HT. And HT includes important position information with pointers to a real fingerprint location in audio fingerprint database. Each list node of HT points to a unique real sub-fingerprint location. The structure of improved hash table is shown in Fig. 5 . Their operations are as follows. First, we create HT by using (1) . Second, OT is built according to HT. The execution firstly numbers by traversing all list nodes of HT from top to bottom and from left to right. The position number of the first node of each bucket will be selected as offset and recoded to the corresponding entry of OT. Finally, the data domain of hash table is written into file called HTF by the location number order, and hash table is destroyed. When hash table is need, it will read from HTF. So that can save a lot of memory.
The retrieval operations are as follows:
Step1: Extract the sub-fingerprints sequence from query audio clip as candidate sub-fingerprints.
Step2: Exploit (1) to generate hash value.
Step3: Locate corresponding entry and read offset in OT according to the hash value.
Step4: Use offset to read the data of specified rang from HTF and compare with candidate sub-fingerprint.
Step5:
Continue comparing their corresponding sub-fingerprint blocks by calculating theirs distance. If the distance is less than the threshold, it successfully matches. Otherwise, it goes on comparing the next candidate sub-fingerprint from last compared position until the end.
Finally, output the top n songs of minimum distance as query results.
D. Experiments and results
The database contains 7605 songs from Internet. As the same that used in Philips's method, the length of fingerprint block is 256. We extract about 61million sub-fingerprints from 7605 songs. In the experiments, we randomly select 100 audio clips from 7605 songs in 10 times. The search accuracy can achieve 100%.
For the search speed, we use an average search time of a song. The results are shown in Table III . The average search time stabilizes at about 0.97s with the change of value of N. The size of our hash table can be adjusted according to the capacity of memory by right shift operation. Therefore the whole hash table can be loaded into memory, and search speed becomes much faster. We also evaluate the memory usage by calculating usage rate and average usage rate. Usage rate is the percentage of used entries in the total entries, and calculated as follows:
Usage rate = Number of used entries in hash The experiments results are shown in Table IV . We can find that the usage rate of proposed method is remarkably higher, which shows that hash values evenly distribute across hash table and the Fibonacci Hashing optimized utilization of memory. The experiments results are shown in Table V . Table V indicates that, for 61 million sub-fingerprints, the recommended values of N cover from 6 to 9. The amount of songs in the selection N is another factor. If songs are quite many while size of hash table is small, average information quantity per entry must be large, which means an increase in frequency of comparison. However, if songs are very few and size of hash table is large, memory will be wasted a lot. In our experiments, the most appropriate value of N is 8.
